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A simplified construction for a nonlinear Davenport-Schinzel sequence is given. 
This proves I,+ I(n) = Q(naS(n)). ci;J 1988 Academic PI~SS. hc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Davenport and Schinzel [l, 21 posed the problem of estimating the 
length of words composed of n letters with no immediate repetition of the 
same letter and with no subword of type abab... of length s+ 2 (i.e., the 
occurrencies of two letters can give no configuration of type 
a...b...a...b... of length s + 2). If the maximal length allowed by these 
conditions is n,(n); a long-standing problem was if n,(n) is linear, i.e., O(n). 
This was finally solved by S. Hart and M. Sharir [3], who proved that 
A,(n) = B(na(n)), where a(n) stands for the functional inverse of the Acker- 
mann function. Their original proof was based on the equivalence of the 
problem to the problem of estimating the length of some path compression 
algorithms. Later M. Sharir [4] found a more elementary proof for the 
upper bound. The aim of this present paper is to elaborate a direct con- 
struction for the lower bound. Another explicit construction is given in [S]. 
1. THE CONSTRUCTION 
We are going to prove a more general statement. When building words 
with no subwords of type ababa, instead of forbidding immediate 
repetitions of the same letter, we rather make sure that the word is the 
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union of not too many blocks, i.e., strings of consecutive, different letters. 
This allows a small number of immediate repetitions, we can be rid of them 
by removing not too many elements. 
In the following, we are going to build words with a fixed decomposition 
into blocks. There will be two types of blocks, regular and singular. An 
occurrence of a letter in a regular (resp. singular) block is called a regular 
(resp. singular) occurrence. 
Statement S(k, m). There exists a number, F,(m), such that, if n is 
divisible by F,(m), then there exists a word formed from mn different 
letters, decomposed into regular and singular blocks, such that 
(i) there is no subword of type ububu; 
(ii) there are at most 3n - 2 blocks; 
(iii) every letter occurs at least k times; 
(iv) there are n regular blocks, each of length m, together containing 
every letter exactly once; 
(v) regular blocks are separated from each other and from both ends 
of the word by singular blocks; 
(vi) if a, b are different letters, only one singular block can contain 
both; 
(vii) for every letter, its regular occurrence is either the first or the 
last occurrence of that letter in the word. 
We are going to show the statement QmS(k, m), by induction on k, and, 
inside that induction, by induction on m. 
First we note, that, if S(k, m) holds with a certain n = F,(m), it will be 
true for every n, divisible by F,(m), as we can simply concatenate n/l;k(m) 
examples of a word witnessing S(k, m) for F,(m), on disjoint alphabets, 
The total number of blocks is 
so (ii) will be met. The rest is obvious. In what follows when we speak of a 
witness of S(k, m), we usually mean a word satisfying S(k, m) for 
n = Fk(m), of minimal length. 
We call a letter in a particular word offirst (lust) type, if it satisfies (vii) 
with its first (last) occurrence. 
Proof of S( 1, m). For (iv), we need n regular blocks; (v) needs n + 1 
singular blocks. We can use n + 1 different letters for forming one-element 
singular blocks, if m # 1, and, therefore there are at least 2n > n + 1 letters. 
As 2n+ 1 d3n-2 for n=3, we may take F,(m)=3. 
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For m = 1 the word 
(1) PI (1) c31 (3) Cl1 (2) 
witnesses S( 1, 1 ), where (a) is a singular block and [a] is a regular one. So, 
again, Fi (1) = 3 is possible. 
Deduction of S(k, 1) from S(k - 1, 2). In a word witnessing S(k - 1, 2), 
every regular block contains two letters. We replace the n regular blocks 
with 4n blocks in the following way: B=ab is substituted by 
[a] (a) [b] (b) if u, b are both of the first type; 
(a) [a] (6) [b] if a, b are both of the last type; 
(b) [a] (a) [b] if a is of the first type and b is of the last type; 
(a) [b] (b) [a] if a is of the last type and b is of the first type. 
Here again, square/round brackets denote regular/singular blocks. (i) is 
still not violated: in the first two cases only one occurrence of the 
duplicated letters could be used, so (i) would be violated in the original 
word. In the last two cases no ububu or bubub is created as a is of first/last 
and b is of last/first type. Otherwise, if only a (or b) is used in a forbidden 
subword, only one occurrence can be used, so, as in the lirst two cases, this 
would give a forbidden subword in the original word. The number of 
blocks is at most 4n + 2n -2 = 3 .(2n)-2. We can, therefore, choose 
F/Jl)=2Fk-,(2). 
Proof of S(k, m + 1) Assuming S(k,m) and S(k - 1, t) for Every t. Put 
n = F,(m), N= Fk- I(n). The existence of these quantities is assumed. Let 
T 1, ..., TN be words witnessing S(k, m) on disjoint alphabets. Write them 
one after the other. They contain, therefore, mnN different letters. Let T be 
a word on nN new letters witnessing S(k - 1, n). Let B,, . . . . B, enumerate 
the regular blocks of T from the left to the right. Similarly, enumerate the 
regular blocks of Ti as B(i, l), . . . . B(i, n). 
Using these words, we are going to build one huge word to witness 
S(k, m + 1). First, we write down T. Next, we duplicate all letters in regular 
blocks to get T*. T* then will be mapped into the “holes” of 
T, u . . . v T,; i.e., we put the elements of T* in the places between two 
consecutive elements of T, u ... u TN, preserving their ordering. Let a be 
the tth element of Bi. If a is of the first type, add the first of the doubled 
occurrences of a to the end of B(i, t), the second to the next (therefore 
singular) block. If a is of last type, add the second occurrence to the begin- 
ning of B(i, t) and the first to the end of the previous block. 
This will save the type of a. The part of T between Bi and Bi+ i is 
inserted between T, and Ti+ 1, and similarly, the part before B, or after BN 
is mapped before T, or after T,. 
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Let T+ denote this new word, decomposed into blocks, as given. The 
regular blocks will be the augmented B(i, t)s. T+ is written from 
mnN+ nN= (m + 1) nN different letters, there are nN regular blocks, each 
of length m + 1. If a singular block gets two new elements, a at the begin- 
ning and b at the end, then a is of the first type and b of the last type; i.e., 
no other singular block may contain both. As a letter of T is added to only 
one singular block, (vii) is saved. 
Assume that ababa occurs in the new word. If u comes from T, and b 
from T, only one of the doubled occurrences of b may be used. But they are 
the only occurrences of b between the elements of Ti, so this is ruled out. 
The other possibility is if a comes from T and b from Ti. This is only 
possible if the middle a comes from the doubled occurrence. But then by 
(vii) either the first or the last a is missing. 
The above proof shows that F,Jm+ l)= F,(m) F,-,(Fk(m)) can be 
chosen. 
PROPOSITION 1. If F,(m) divides n, then Aj(mn) 3 kmn - (3n - 3). 
ProoJ: Take a witness for S(k, m) and remove the immediate 
repetitions. The number of letters removed is at most one less than the 
number of blocks. 
2. THE LOWER BOUNDS 
The Ackermann function is the following A,(m): A,(m)=2”+‘, 
Ak+ i(1) = A,(2), Ak+ l(m + 1) = Ak(Ak+ ,(m)). Its functional inverse a(n) is 
a(n) = min{ k: n < A,(k)}. 
PROPOSITION 2. xA,( y) G A,(x + y). 
Proof: By induction on k. For k = 1, this is x2”+ 1 < 2” +J + ‘, which is 
obviously true. 
Assume k> 1, and y= 1. For x= 1, A,(l) < A,(2). Otherwise, 
(~+~)A,J~)=(x+~)A~-~(~)QA~-~(x+~) 
<AA,-,(A,(x+ l))=Ak(x+2) 
asx+3dA,(x+l)holdsfork>2.Fory+l inplaceofy, 
=UY + 1) =xA,- ,b%b)) G A,- ,(x + ~A.Y)) 
<A,_,(A,(x+y))=A,(x+y+l). 
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PROPOSITION 3. F,(m)<A,(3m). 
Proof For k= 1, this is 3 < Ar(3m) = 23m+ ‘, which is true. For k> 2, 
we use induction; for fixed k, we use induction on m; 
Fk(l)=2F~--1(2)62Ak_1(6)6Ak_,(7)~Ak--1(Ak(2))=Ak(3) 
as 8 6 A,(2); 
Fk(m + 1) = F&l Fk- ,(Fk(m)) d 43m) A- ,WWm)) 
GA,- ,(4Ak(3m)) 
by Proposition 2. Further, this is <A,-,(A,(3m+2)) as 
A,(x + 2) 3 2A,(x + 1) 2 4,4,(x); and this is =A,(3m + 3). 
THEOREM 1 (Hart and Sharir). &(n) = Q(na(n)). 
Proof If A,,(4m) <n < A 4m+4(4m + 4), then n can be written in the 
form n = mF,,(m) t + q, where q < n/2, as mF,,(m) < mA,,(3m) < 
A,,(4m), by Proposition 2. By Proposition 1, 
A,(n) B i,(mF,,(m) t) 2 4m2F,,(m) t - 3F,,(m) t > (4m - 3)(n -4) > mn 
2 4 ncr(n) for m32. 
THEOREM 2 (M. Sharir). 12s+ l(n) = Q(na(n)“). 
ProoJ By induction on s. The case s = 1 is Theorem 1. Assume that the 
result is true for s. Assume that A,,(4m) < n < ~I~~+~(4rn + 4). Put 
R = $A,,(4m - 1). As 
RF 4m--i(R)~RA4,-1(3R)dA4,-1(4R)=A4,64m), 
there are q, t with 
n=RF +-1(R) t+q, q < n/2. 
We take a word witnessing S(4m - 1, R), i.e., a word on RF,,,-,(R) t 
letters, not containing ababa, with at most 2F,, _ ,(R) singular blocks. 
The total length of singular blocks is at least (4m - 2) RF,,_ 1(R) t. Now 
replace every singular block with a maximal sequence not containing 
abab... of length 2s + 3, on the same alphabet (induction!). We must ensure 
that if a precedes b in the (original) singular block B, then the first 
occurrence of a precedes the first occurrence of b in the enlarged version 
of B. 
If an abab... of length 2s + 5 occurred in the word just constructed, then 
there would be an enlarged singular block containing abab... of length 
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2s + 2. Replacing this singular block with the original, we would get an 
ababa in the original word (here we use (vi) of the basic construction). 
As a(R) 2 a(n) - 1, the total length of those enlarged singular blocks 
with original length at least R, will be multiplied by at least ca(n)‘. The 
total length of the other singular blocks is at most 2RF,,- ,(R) t, i.e., at 
most half of the length. 
Summing up, we get a word of length at least 
We still have to remove immediate repetitions, but this shortens it by at 
most n. 
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